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TRI-FOLD KNEE BOARD
This elongated 3-panel kneeboard 
accommodates aeronautical charts 
without additional folding. The cen-
ter section of the 3-panel cordu-
ra-like jacket holds the included 
brushed aluminum kneeboard in 
place, while the two side pockets 
offer storage for charts, notes, a 
flight computer, pencil, pen and 
more.

Quick VFR reference information is tooled into the brushed aluminum 
kneeboard offering resources for weather and flight planning, VFR ceil-
ings, visibility, cloud clearance, cruising altitudes, pilot weather reports, 
light gun signals, a crosswind component graph, and more. A wide, 
sturdy clip on the kneeboard holds papers on place. The left inside 
panel of the jacket has two pockets for flight plans and notes, as well 
as elastic straps for holding a flight computer or other flight accessory. 
The right hand panel has a see-through pocket for easy chart viewing 
and storage. The hook-and-loop fasteners on the elastic leg band allow 
the kneeboard to adjust to a variety of leg sizes. Closed Dims: 10-1/4” 
Length x 6-1/2” Width. Open Dims:10-1/4” Length x 21” Width Note: 
Includes metal clipboard shown in center of the photo. Does not include 
E6B Flight Computer or charts in the right and left pockets.
 P/N 13-06950 .......... $37.95

KNEEBOARDS

MYCLIP MULTI 
KNEEBOARD STRAP

The MyClip Multi works on all Apple® 
iPads including the iPad Pro, iPad 
Air, iPad Mini and the iPhone 11! 
The updated product design securely 
holds almost any tablet with a thick-
ness of .85 inches or less. This inno-

vative product will even hold smartphones over 3 inches in width like the 
Galaxy Note. Uniquely engineered clips will securely hold a bare iPad as 
well as one in an armored case .....................P/N 13-22441 ...........$34.95

EFB CADDY
In a word it is all about “SAFETY”!  
With the advent of Electronic Flight 
Bag(EFB) software, Tablet technology 
and ADS-B receivers, today’s GA 
pilot has access to reasonably 
priced, portable technology that 
greatly improves the safety conditions, 
under which they can now operate.  
Enhanced situational awareness and 

reduced pilot workload, both preflight and in-flight, are but two of the 
several benefits. EFB CADDY was designed to further improve the 
pilot experience, by addressing the deficiencies found in many of the 
current Tablet holder products. Secure physical attachment and head-
up, unobstructed panel and outside view are critical features.

Description Part No. Price
Model: A - Cradle / Size: Large, Height 8.25” - 11.25”, 

Width 7.75” Max., Depth 0.56” Max. 11-14025 $224.95 

Model: B - Cradle / Size-Small, Height 8.25” - 11.25”, 
Width 6.80” Max., Depth 0.50” Max. 11-14026 $224.95 

Model: C - No Cradle 11-14027 $210.95 

 W-2 KNEEBOARD
Kneeboard is made from highly 
durable and water resistant nylon.  
Removable strap for the checklist on 
the left side and two pockets on the 
right side- one pocket for an E6B and 
the other for a flashlight. RTwo pencil 
pockets. RFastened to the leg using 
an adjustable elastic strap complete 
with buckle and quick release clip.
 P/N 13-19805 ...........$27.95

 W-4 KNEEBOARD
Kneeboard is made from highly 
durable and water resistant nylon.  
Removable strap for the checklist 
on the left side and pencil holders, a 
small pocket for CEPs, and a larger 
pocket for an E6B on the right side.  

An added feature is the clear strap that goes across the clipboard to 
keep pages form flying around.  Fastened to the leg using an adjust-
able elastic strap complete with buckle and quick release clip.
 P/N 13-19806 ...........$27.95

W-4 KNEEBOARD
WITH FLIP POCKETS

Kneeboard is made from highly 
durable and water resistant nylon.  
Removable strap for the checklist on 
the left side and pencil holders, a 
small pocket for CEPs, and a larger 
pocket for an E6B on the right side.  
An added feature is the clear strap 
that goes across the clipboard to keep 
pages form flying around.  Fastened to 

the leg using an adjustable elastic strap complete with buckle and quick 
release clip.  6 clear pockets that flip up and down.
 P/N 13-19807 ...........$37.95

 FORCE PROTECTOR GEAR KNEEBOARD
Go full electronic with the ability to 
use an IPad, or old school.
Perfect companion for any 
COCKPIT OR VEHICLE. “FPG 
Knee Chocks” lock down the 
Kneeboard from slipping with less 
tension on the leg strap. They are 
adjustable to any size leg and 
any position needed.  Retention 
strap to keep pages neat and tidy. 
Removable writing station with a 
clipboard that you place as needed. 

Cell phone pocket. Plenty of small item storage with Velcro enclosure.
Color Part No. Price
Black 13-20221 $104.95

Multi-Camo 13-20633 $101.85
ABU Camo 13-20635 $101.85

Coyote 13-20636 $99.95

FLIGHT OUTFITTERS IPAD KNEEBOARDS
Flight Outfitters now offers an 
enhanced version of its popular 
kneeboards, designed to hold any 
iPad, up to the 10.5” iPad Pro. Flight 
Outfitters Kneeboard maintains 
the same features original knee-
board but with added versatility to 
accommodate the range of iPads 
in use. The Flight Outfitters iPad 

Kneeboards take cockpit organization to a whole new level. Loaded with 
innovative, pilot friendly features, these kneeboards provide a sturdy 
mounting bracket for an iPad. Updated design uses expandable loops 
to securely hold the corners of the iPad to the bracket. This allows you 
to keep your iPad in your case instead of removing it for every flight.
Small - 8.25”H x 6”W x 3”D .........................P/N 13-21544 ...........$65.00
Large - 10”H x 8”W x 3”D ............................P/N 13-21545 ...........$75.00

AVIATE PILOT KNEEBOARD
• Removable Clipboard – black non-glaring 

clip with rubber corners secure your con-
tents on the lightweight but removable 
durable plastic clipboard which allows you 
to write on your knee

• Fully Adjustable – easy to use elastic strap 
adjusts to any size leg and hold strong with 
Velcro

• Convenient Design – holds pens, pen-
cils, tire pressure gauge and a pocket to 

hold ear plugs and other small items
• Includes 7 Rings – accommodates your approach plates, checklists, 

manuals or any other 7 hole pilot documents
• Kneeboard Details – made of rugged canvas, 11.5” wide and flexes 

around the leg, 8.5” long, clipboard is 5.2” X 8.3”
  P/N 13-21477 ...........$37.95
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